Long-term fluoride release of some orthodontic bonding resins: a laboratory study.
The present study compared the amounts and profiles of long term fluoride release from four commercial direct bonding resins (Light-Bond, Reliance Orthodontic Products; Rely.a. Bond, Reliance Orthodontic Products; Orthon, Orthon Dental Inc.; Fluor Ever, Macro-Chem Corporation) and one glass ionomer cement (Ketac-Cem, Espe). The specimens were equilibrated in double-deionized water at 37 degrees C. At predetermined intervals, and up to 560 days, the fluoride concentration of the equilibrated solution was determined with a fluoride ion selective electrode. For Light-Bond and Rely.a. Bond two batches were studied and the amount of fluoride released in a 0.1 mol/L NaCl solution was also determined. Differences in the fluoride release profiles due to batch, type of solution and time were determined with a three-factor mixed design ANOVA with repeated measures on one factor. The fluoride release profiles of the orthodontic adhesives studied differ markedly. Initially, Fluor Ever and Ketac-Cem release comparable amounts of fluoride which are greater than those released by Orthon. After a few weeks the amounts of fluoride released by Ketac-Cem and Orthon become comparable, but are considerably higher than those released by Fluor Ever. During the first days of the elution, the amount of fluoride released by Light-Bond equals that of Orthon, but then decreases below the determination limit of the analytical method within half a year. No difference was found between the fluoride release profiles in water and the NaCl solution. However, the fluoride release profiles apparently depend on the batch. For Rely.a. Bond, the amount of fluoride released is smaller than the detection limit for the fluoride analysis. The fluoride release of the orthodontic adhesives investigated markedly depends on the mechanisms responsible for the fluoride release process.